
Updates to the 2014 Construction Specifications 

Item No.             Changes Made 
 
100 Updated description spec;  

Updated payment spec. 

101 Updated payment spec. 

200 Added sample requirement. 

300 Updated measurement spec;  
Updated payment spec. 

307 Updated materials spec;  
Clarified CoSA spec reference in finish section. 

804 Updated description spec;  
Added submittals spec; 
Removed blasting from approved trenching methods;  
Clarified differing compaction levels for backfill and pavement;  
Updated sieve sizes;  
Give inspector authority on the location of density tests;  
Change probe length requirements; 
Updated City Preservation Officer’s phone number;  
Updated for city code change regarding Unidentified Sites Archaeological. 

812 Added submittals spec;  
Updated materials spec;  
Updated construction spec;  
Updated payment spec. 

813 Updated construction spec. 

814 Added submittals spec;  
Updated measurement spec;  
Updated payment spec. 

816 Added submittals spec;  
Updated welded joints section; 
Clarified interior surface preparation section;  
Updated measurement spec; 
Updated payment spec. 

818 Combined section 818 and 819;  
Added submittals spec;  
Updated construction method spec; 
Updated measurement spec; 
Updated payment spec. 

819 Removed. 



Updates to the 2014 Construction Specifications 

Item No.             Changes Made 
 
820 Added submittals spec;  

Updated measurement spec; 
Updated payment spec. 

821 Moved section HP from Appendix to section 821;  
Clarified the minimum pressure requirement of 200 psi for HP zones;  
Added measurement spec; 
Added payment spec. 

822 Updated installation section. 

824 Updated tapping of AC pipe section. 

828 Added submittals spec. 

830 Added submittals spec. 

831 Added submittals spec. 

832 Added submittals spec. 

833 Added submittals spec;  
Updated construction spec. 

836 Added submittals spec. 

839 Updated description spec;  
Updated material spec;  
Clarified language in construction spec. 

840 Updated construction spec. 

841 Renamed construction spec to protocol spec;  
Added the requirement that the inspector must be present for the duration of the 
testing. 

845 Added description spec; 
Added submittals spec; 
Added material spec; 
Added measurement spec; 
Added payment spec. 

846 Added submittals spec. 

847 Clarified acceptable working conditions for SAWS personnel. 

848 Updated description spec;  
Added submittals spec;  



Updates to the 2014 Construction Specifications 

Item No.             Changes Made 
 

Clarified when SDR 26 PVC pipe must be used for laterals;  
Removed CDC pipe from spec;  
Updated payment spec. 

849 Added submittals spec;  
Added testing requirements;  
Clarified payment spec. 

850 Clarified description spec;  
Added submittals spec;  
Updated referenced spec for membrane curing compound section;  
Updated coating section;  
Updated testing spec;  
Clarified hydrostatic testing section;  
Updated test procedure section. 

851 Updated description spec;  
Added submittals spec;  
Clarified construction spec;  
Removed testing spec;  
Clarified payment spec. 

852 Added submittals requirement;  
Added section for water resistant and water tight manholes, rings, and covers; 
Changed the minimum internal diameter of throat rings;  
Revised coating and testing requirements;  
Added new requirement for concrete cradles on new pre-cast manhole;  
Removed specifications regarding monolithically poured concrete manholes;  
Removed Table 852-1;  
Clarified the amount of throat rings that can be used;  
Updated test procedure section. 

853 Updated testing spec;  
Added submittals spec;  
Updated references;  
Changed minimum internal diameter of throat rings;  
Changed backfill density requirements;  
Updated testing requirements;  
Removed Table 853-1. 

854 Added submittals spec;  
Added concrete encasement requirement;  
Update payment spec. 

856 Added submittals spec. 

860 Clarified the description spec;  



Updates to the 2014 Construction Specifications 

Item No.             Changes Made 
 

Added submittals spec;  
Updated measurement spec. 

862 Updated description spec;  
Added submittals spec. 

866 Added inclinometer requirement;  
Clarified that no lateral connections shall be made at the 12 o’clock position. 

869 Updated description spec;  
Added measurement spec. 

900 Clarified minimize noise impact section;  
Corrected ASTM reference from D3550 to D3350. 

902 Moved majority of this spec from the appendix to this section;  
Changed format of this spec to match the rest of the specs; 
Updated reporting to ensure new safety plan is submitted after an accident;  
Removed implementation spec. 

903 Moved majority of this spec from the appendix to this section;  
Changed format of this spec to match the rest of the specs; 
Clarified the specific activities section;  
Removed implementation spec. 

904 Moved majority of this spec from the appendix to this section;  
Changed format of this spec to match the rest of the specs; 
Updated submittals spec; 
Removed implementation spec. 

906 Removed implementation spec; 
Clarified the payment spec. 

1100 Added submittals spec;  
Clarified when pipe shorter than 20 feet can be used; 
Added Requirement that the Inspector must first validate obstruction removals and 
point repairs;  
Update post-installation video recording section. 

1101 Updated payment spec. 

1103 Updated jointing material section;  
Referenced item No. 866. 

1109 Added submittals spec. 

1110 Added measurement spec; 
Added payment spec. 



Updates to the 2014 Construction Specifications 

Item No.             Changes Made 
 
1112 Updated description spec;  

Added measurement spec; 
Added payment spec. 

1114 Updated description spec;  
Added measurement spec; 
Added payment spec. 

3000 This is a new spec regarding the handling of Asbestos Cement Pipe. 


